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ABSTRACT

Vanadian-+hromian tourmaline (as much as 4.06 wl.Vo Y 2O3 and 2.387o Cr2O3) and vanadian muscovite (w much as 2.13Vo

V2O3) occur in contact-metamorphosed carbonaceous metasediments of the hibrezhnaya anticlinal zone in himorye, Russia.

Cfus'ias are compositionally zoned, showing depletion in V and Cr, and enrichment in Al, Mg and Fe, from core to-rim. Zoning

is attributed to progressive decrease of VindCr contents in the host rock durilg the coune of crystal growth. Cr and V

are incorporated according to the schemes: Cf* <+ Al3+ and V3* <-+ 1Mg2*,Fe2*,Mn2*;. The charge increase that results from the

latter exchangeisconsideredtobecompensatedbytheconcomitantsubstitutionofrvAlforSiandbytheappearanceofvacancies
in the X site. The associated vanadian muscouite contains minor amounts of Mg, Fe, Ti and Na. An empirical formula

calculated from results of an electron-microprobe analysis is (K1.9aNas.69)r2.03(Al3.34v0.29lvlgn.26Tis.65Fe0.0rx,96
(Si6.27Alr.i3)x.00O22(OH)2. Both minerals are products of contact metamorphism of V-Cr-bearing carbonaceous rocks.

Keywords: vanadian=chromian tourmaline, vanadian 2Ml muscovite, electron-microprobe analysis, carbonaceous rocks, contact

metamorphism, himorye, Russia.

SOMMAIRE

Nous avons trouv6 une tourmaline vanadifdre et chromifare (usqu'd 4.067o de V2O3 et 2.38Vo de Cr2O3' en Potds) et unp

muscovite vanadifbre (usqu'd 2.737o V2O3) dans des m6tasddiments carbonac6s d'une aur6ole de contact dans la zone anticlinale

de himorye, en Rusiie. 
-Les 

cristaui montrent une zonation chimique, avec appauvrissement progressif en V et Cr, et

enrichissement en Al, Mg et Fe, du coeur vers la bordure. Nous attribuoos cette zonation i la pdnurie proglessive en,V et Cr dans

la roche h6te oendant lacroissance des cristaUx. [,e Cr et le V Seraient incorpor6s dans la structure de la tourmaline selon les

couples Cf+ e Al3+ et V& o (Mg?+, Fez+...Mn2+). t'augmentation des charges positives impliqu6e par le deuxidme.couple serait

compens6e par le remplacement de Si parlvAt et par la frdsence de lacunes dans la position X. La muscovite vanadifBre associ6e

contient de faibles concenffations de Mg, Fe, Ti et Na. Une formule empirique, calcul6e d partir de donn6es obtenues i la

microsonde 6lectronique, serait (Kl.e4Na0-s9)r2.63(Al3.3aVo.29l\r1g9.26Tis.s5Fe0.04)x.98(Si6.27A11.73);8.00O22(OH)2' lrs deux min6-

raux sont le produit du m6Amorphisme de contact de roches carbonacdes porteuses de chrome et de vanadium.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: tourmaline vanadifdre et chromifbre, muscovite 2Mlvanadifbre, donndes i la microsonde dlectronique' roches

carbonac6es, m6tamorphisme de contact, Primorye, Russie.

INTRoDUclroN schist, Mariposa County, California. Electron-micro-
probe analysis of an additional specimen from this

only a few examples of tourmaline with significanl iocality eave 1,48!o Cr2O3 and,8..527o. V2O3 @oit &

contents of vanadium (>1.0 wt.Vo V2O3) ha:ve been RosenberglgTg).Schmezeretal.(1979)gavechemical

recorded in the literature. Badalov (19-5lj reported the data on Cr-bearing, V-rich tourmaline (0.55Vo Cr2O3.

occurrence of V-rich tourm aline (5.i6fto VrOr; in ltact< 4.03Vo Y 2C,) from the Kwal disrict, Kenya' Nickel &

quartz-graphite hornfels in contact with a quartz vein Grey (1986) reported tle occurrence of a vanadian

from Uzbekistan. vanadiferoustourmaline (1.5 7oY2o) schorl (2.7Vo V2O3) within the gold-bearing lodes from

from Tanga Province, Tanzania, was described by Kalgoorlie.wgslernAustralia.Pan&Fleet(1992)lnve

nasset (liS6); it occurs in gneiss associated widr recently noted that tourmaline from the Hemlo gold

dolomite and ultrabasic rocks aiwell as granulite-facies deposit, Ontario,contain s | .48Vo Y 2Ol High-chromium

t""t"r"Oi.."t-. Sneisinger (1966) desc:ri'bed a Cr-bear- tourmaline found in Finland (9.6Vo Cr2O) (Peltolaet al'

ing (0.gg7o cr2o) and exceedingly y-ich (7.45vo 1968)andSwat"westernPakistan(Alpurai:8.57oCr2O3,

vior, o.svo vrooj tourmatine froir a quartz-$aphire Mingora: 8.78Vo Cr2o) (Jan et al. 1972' Hammarstrom
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1989) contain up to LAVo V2O3. Published data on
chromian dravite and chromian varieties of tourmaline
from world-wide locations have been compiled mainly
by Dunn (1977), Nuber & Schmetzer (1979), Rumyant-
seva (1983) and King & Kerich (1989).

Relatively few examples of vanadiferous 2M1 mus-
covite have been reported in the literature. A V-bearing,
Ba-rich muscovite (l.48vo Y2O3, l.95%o Y2Oa,2.3gVo
BaO), coexisting with the V-Cr-bearing tourmaline
mentioned above, was reported by Snetsinger (1966),
V{r-bearing muscovite (5.09Vo Y2O3, 0.8Vo Cr2O3)
from the Janggun mine area, Republic of Korea, was
described by Imai et al. (1980). Ir occurs in close
association with quartz, vanadian tourmaline (about 37o
V2O3) and graphite. These minerals are regarded by the
authors as being the products of regional metamorphism
of orthoquartzile. Recent investigations include the
description of Cr-V-bearing micas from southern Kare-
lia, Russi4 by Rumyantseva et al. (1984). Amongst the
other micas composing metasomatic veins, nests and
solid masses in dolomites, slates and diabases. musco-
vite (3.07o Cr2O3, l0.4Vo V2Or) is present.

This paper documents the occurrence of chromian
V-rich tourmaline and vanadiferous muscovite found in
contact-metamorphosed carbonaceous rocks of the Pri-
brezhnaya anticlinal zone in Primorye, in the Far-East-
ern region ofRussia.

Gnor-ocrcar- SgmNc

Carbonaceous rocks are a minor but integral part of
the basement of the East Sikhote - Alin volcanogenic
belt. The basement rocks, exposed between two [,ate
Cretaceous granitic massifs, comprise Late Paleozoic,
Triassic and Jurassic marine deposits such as arkosic
sandstones, siltstones, cherts. siliceous shales and reef
Iimestones (Frg. l). Amongst these deposits occur
horizons of basalt, metamorphosed and recrystallized
manganese ores, iron ores and Mn- and Fe-rich calc-sili-
cate rocks.

T}D CARBONACEOUS RoCKs

Carbonaceous rocks constitute a bed about 2 m thick
in Triassic cherts. They were originally siltstones and
pelites (Table 1) rich in organic matter before contacr
metamorphism due to the intrusion of granitic magma.

Under the polarizing microscope, the low-metamor-
phic-grade carbonaceous reeks display a wary texture,
which is most distinctly reflected in the arrangement of
the carbonaceous material. Rare fragments of feldspar
and cement were variously replaced by muscovite.
Segregations of rutile and newly formed albite and
biotite are common. Xenotime and monazite also occur.
The carbonaceous matter is present in cement in a finely
dispersed state and as irregular fragments (phytoclasts?)
up to 0.M mm across.

More intensely metamorphosed carbonaceous rocks
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are represented by muscovite -.andalusite - cordierite
slates. They consist ofcordierite and andalusite poryhy-
roblasts extensively replaced by muscovite and a matrix
of clayey and oarbonaceous paiiicles.and grains of
quartz; rare porphyroblass of muscoviG also are pre-
sent. The carbonaceous substance was examined under
a TESLA BS-540 transmission electron microscope at
I 20 kV. An electron-diffraction pattern obtained proved
to be identical with that of graphite.

Quantitative spectrographic analyses of carbona-
ceous rocks revealed a wide spectrum oftrace elements:
V (200 to 500 ppm), Ba (< 600), Sr (s 300), 7n andZ.r
(< 200), Cr (60 to 160), Cu, Pb and Ni (< 100), Mo
(< 80), Co (<46),Ga(340), Y andLa (3 30), Nb(< 20),
Ag (< 9) and Sn (< 5). Anotherfeature is the high content
of Ti, which exceeds I wt.Vo TiO2. The samples were
analyzed by a standard emission spectrographic tech-
nique (Rusanov 1978) using a DFS-8 apparatus.

V-Cr-Bparurc Tounuarnre

The V-Cr-bearing tourmaline is found in the low-
metamorphic-grade carbonaceous siltstone. The mineral
forms minute subhedral to euhedral grains (Fig. 2),
which are sparsely scattered throughout the rock cement
and do not appear to exceed 2 vol.7o. The largest crystals
(up to 0.4 mm in length) are confined mainly to loci of
graphite masses occurring in the most intensely recrys-
tallized matrix. In transmitted light, the tourmaline is
greenish brown, with 1r1" = pale green and N, = brown.
It wa$ not possible to isolate optically uniform fragments
of the mineral owing to the minute size of the grains.
Only approximate indices of refraction and cell parame-
ters were therefore obtained, using the crystals analyzed
by electron microprobe. The indices ofrefraction e and
co of the tourmaline are 1.633(2) and 1.670(2), respec-
tively. X-ray powder-diffraction studies were done in a
57.3-mm-diameter Debye-Scherrer camera using
FeKo,B radiation. Indexing of the powder pattern and
computation of the cell parameters were done using the
CRYST program (Nakhmanson & Antoshulsky 1985).
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Flc. l. Location and geological map of the study area, situated within the Primorye territory, Russia. Legend: 1 Quatemary
sediments, 2 volcanogenic formalons of the dast Sikhote - Alin volcanogenic belt 3 Jurassic terrigenous siliceous d€posits'

4, 5 Triassic sandstones (4) and tenigenous siliceous deposits (5), 6 Carboniferous to Permian tenigenous siliceous deposits,

7 l,ate Cretaceous granites, 8 beds ofJssentially siliceous deposits containing layers and stockwork-like zones ofiron-manganese
mineralization,9 carbonaceous siltstones, l0 iauls, 1 1 Belogonkoye field ofmagnetite skams, 12 strike and dip ofbedding.
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Ftc. 2. Subhedral grain of tourmaline (tu) in carbonaceous
siltstone. Scale bar is 40 pm. Plane-polarized ligirt. Speci-
men SH-3679.

Cell dimensions of the tourmaline are: a 15.915(2), and
c7.rs7?) A.

Owing to the limited amount of material available,
partial analyses were caried out for two individual
grains of tourmaline in a polished section with a
scanning electron microscope equipped with energy-
dispersion spectrometers (Figs. 3A, B). Analytical data
for the crystal (Fig. 3A) free of impurities and only
slightly fractured are given in Table 2. Analyses were
performed with aIXA-SA (JEOL) electron microprobe
not modified for the detection of low-atomic-number
elements (Zless than 1 l); concentrations of B and F were
therefore not determined. The tourmaline is a chromian
and V-rich variety of dravite. In other constituents, it
appears to resemble normal dravite closely. The compo-
sition of the mineral is heterogeneous. Figure 4 shows

VAlfio'cps)

VMg(to'cpsl
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Ilh'tri
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. f0/m,

dnectton of scon

Frc. 3. Photomicmgraphs of rwo tourmaline crystals, I (A,C,E)
and II (B,D,D. Specimen SH-8679. A and B. Secondary
electron images. Crystals are surrounded by rock matrix.
Numbers at dots (1-4) on A refer to spots analyzed by
electron probe and can be used to identify specific compo-
sifions in Table 2. C and D. VKa, X-ray images. E and F.
CrKc, X-ray images. Scale bar is zlo pm; it applies to all
photomicrographs. Note: white stains on F (left) are due to
contamination. G. Simplified line-scan profiles showing the
variation in intensities of characteristic Kc, X rays along the
line drawn on A (cps: counts per second).

Rln
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that an increase in V content is acccompanied by an
increase in Cr content and decreases in Al and total Mg,
Fe and Mn contents. The muscovite that coexists with
the tourmaline contains no Cr or V (Table 2).

X-ray emission images VKct (Figs. 3C, D) and CrKcr
(Figs. 3E, F) and scanning profiles for AlKot" MgKa,
VKa and CrKa (Fig. 3G) illustrate the compositional
zonation of the tourmaline crystals. The zonal distribu-
tion of elements is metamorphic in origin; there is a
gradual change in composition from the core to the rim
(Fig. 3G). The core is enriched in V and Cr (Figs. 3C-G)
and depleted in Al and Mg (Fig. 3G). The contents of Al
and Cr do not vary appreciably in the core and rim, but
compositional gradients are steep between the two
zones. Relatively steady variations from core to rim are

observed for Mg and V. Such peculiarities in the
behavior of Al and Cr on the one hand and of Mg and V
on the other can be explained by isomorphous replace-
ment of Al by Cr as well as of Mg by V, and can provide
some indication of the preference of these element
couples for occupancy of different octahedral sites. The
distribution of Ca and Ti within the crystal is uniform
(Fie.3G).

In order to determine the site of Ca in the calculation
of the structural formula of tourmaline (Table 3), results
ofabout 120 chemical analyses were recalculated to an
anhydrous formula containing 24.5 atoms of oxygen.
The analytical data were selected from the compilations
of Dunn (1977), Dolomanova et al. (1978), Kuzmin el
al. (1979 and Kometova (1981).
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TABLE 2. CSEINCAI, COUPOgITION OF TOURMAIJNE AND MUSCOrrITE FTOU PRIMOBYE, BUSSIA

No. of6frts 11

srq Ft.t 36.50 3?.28 30.33 36.04 3{t.?9 30.11 s5.8i 95.0? 30.09 s5.8s 48.01 40.98
15C,2 - 0.81 0.82 0.59 0.51 0.65 0.oo 0.81 0.?o 0.54 o.2s 0.40 a.47
ALq 30.59 32.52 32.A1 52.47 31.89 32.41 30.8S 30.99 32.57 30.74 33.12 52.
co2q 2.38 0.00 0.65 0.59 1.07 o.8B l.os 2.11 0.69 1.8? o.(E 0.00
v2o1, 4.08 0.00 2.a7 1.62 2.37 t.77 2.87 3.81 1.84 4.00 O.OO 2.7s
F€o 1.41 3,22 1.01 1.55 1.56 1.51 t.62 7.42 1.5? 1.48 1.18 0.34
MrO 0.07 0.10 0.00 0.04 0.04 O.Og 0.00 0.08 O.(E 0.00 0.00 O.0O
Mgo 8.12 s.o2 8.0? 8.87 8.99 8.8? 8.6? B.0S g.os 8.38 t.?g 1.29
cao r,8 1.16 0.&{ 0.9? 1.40 1.3? 1.90 1.31 1.34 t.27 O.@ 0.00
Nqo 2.07 2.?7 2.16 2.a \.U 2.m 2.00 ,.06 2.Os 1.93 0.00 0.94
\o 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.0? o.o8 o.o9 0.08 0.10 o.o8 0.00 10,4, 11.38

ehydrcutoral80.15 88.55 85.30 84.98 85.84 85.72 84.6? 86.34 85.90 8!t.80 M.AA 96.77

Debrdlned by elecfrn blmpmb€, nodel JXA-sA (JEOL). Ac@l@ttDg voltag6: ?okv, strEd@B @tl
4 x 10{ A, b@ dta@t€r: 2 !!@, b@le@t ol X-my lntoB6t{6 by flxsal-tt@ (10 s) @thoal of @tlng.
Stual,alds q6€d: sDlailn6 (Ab3O) for K, Na, Al ed Sl, lln€ltto fo! Tl, ch&nlt€ fo! C!, sfDth6tto VA fo!
V' oltvlm (Fo7) lor F€, rhododto for ltn, dlopeLl€ fo! Co ed Mg. Cod(@tatloE qlqulat€d ed ZAf.
@rccd@@ale 'alng@etruterpoglMofAfontustal. (19?1). C@(stEdoEofBudF@notBoght.

ArbltEItf Do'lhb ch@n o! the crJEtrlg: 1-10 te@ttle (SB-80?SA), 11 eal 12 @@vtte (Sg-80?9A eal
SE-8834, Ep@tlvsly). " al lrou expEsod s FeO.

A notable proportion (* 35Vo) of both the non-Ca-
bearing tourmalines and the Ca-bearing ones shows full
occupancy of the lsite. At the same time, we found that
Ca occupancy of either X or I positions is controlled by
the sign (+/-) of the resulting excess charge (hereafter
termed EXCH) arising from the incorporation of cations
into tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated positions
(Fig. 5). Compensation of positive EXCH leads to
the appearance of vacancies in the X site, and Ca either
does not substitute into tourmaline or occupies only the
f site. Negative EXCH is balanced by means of Ca
accommodation in the X site.

A few separate data-poins situated as a rule near the
origin (Fig. 5) show Ca in the X site of tourmaline with
positive EXCH values. This departure is most probably
due to errors in the chemical analysis. The rest of the
tourmaline compositions (* 65Vo) are, as a rule, distin-
guishedby ahigh positive value ofEXCH, andthey have
vacancies in both large cationic sites (X and I,. From the
data in Figure 6, it follows that the replacement of
divalent by trivalent cations is at first accompanied by
an increase in t}te number of vacancies in the X site.
When the number of vacancies reaches some upper limit
that is presumably controlled by P-T conditions during
growth, further compensation of EXCH leads to the
appearance of cation deficiencies in the I site. These
deficiencies may explain the origin ofvacancies accord-
ing to the substitution 3rR2* <) 2R3+ + n. This scheme is
in good agreement with the distribution of the different
numberof vacancies in theXsite within the field defined
by lines I and V (Fig.6). However, if the compensation
for EXCH takes place in accordance with the dehy-
droxylation-type of substitution proposed by Foit &
Rosenberg (1977), then the deficiency ofcations in the
Isite may be aresult of an error dueto the normalization

of the chemical data on the basis of 24.5 atoms of
oxygen. In this case, the trends on Figure 6 will have
nearly the same slope as those corresponding to the
scheme 3R2+ <+2R:3+ + tr. Thus, Figure 6 does not allow
determination of the actual type of cation substitution
but may be used for geothermobarometry and for
classification of tourmaline-group minerals.

Structural formulae of the Cr-V-bearing tourmaline
(Iable 3) calculated on the basis of 24.5 atoms of
oxygen, and with due regard for the above-stated
considerations, imply a partial substiotion of Si by Al
The presence of ryAl is confirmed by the distinct
splitting of the infrared-absorption band (Fig. 7), lo-
cated at 780 cm-r, into two components at 783 and764
cm-r lDoloman ova et al. 1978). The infrared-absorption
spectrum was obtained with a UR-20 spectrophotome-
ter using a 300-mg KBr disk containing I mg of
tourmaline.

Complete cationic occupancy of.Y andZsites means
that the substitution of V for drvalent cations as well as
Cr for AI has taken place in a 1:l ratio. The cationic
composition of f sites in tourmalines can be estimated
from the infrared stretching bands located in the 360G-
3400 cm-t region and have been interpreted (Doloma-
novaet al. 1978,Gonzalez-Carreno et al.1988) as being
characteristic of OH interaction with 2AI* and I Y
cation (Mg, Fe, A1, etc.).

In the IR absorption spectrum of the tourmaline
examined (Fig. 7), the most intense component (3580
cm-r) corresponds to Al-Al-Mg associations and is
shifted toward higher frequencies relative to the analo-
gous band in dravite (3568 cm-r , according to Gonzalez-
Carreno et al. 1988). The 3545 cm-r band probably
corresponds to AI-AI-V environments. The 3515 cm-t
has a weak intensity and a frequency similar to that of
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the band conforming to Al-Al-Al associations in the IR
spectrum of dravits (3494 cnrt , according to Gonzalez-
Carreno et al. 1988). However, careful analysis of
interrelations between IR and chemical data (normalized
to 24.5 atoms of oxygen) compiled by Dolomanova et
al. (1978) has shown that the 3494 cm-t band is typical
only of the samples containing more than 0.35 Al atom
per formula unit in the X site. In view ofthis reasoning,
one ought to assume that the amount of Al3* in the I sile
of the tourmaline atalyzed is higher than that given in
Table 3. Such an inference reflects the possible entry of
a small amount of V3+ (Foit & Rosenberg 1979) as well
as Mg2* G.{uber & Schmetzer 1979) inthe Zsite.

V-BEARING MuscovnE

Vanadiferous muscovite is found in muscovite -
andalusite - cordierite slate. It forms porphyroblasts (2
to 3 mm across) which, in transmitted light are colorless
to faintly greenish and are not pleochroic.

The muscovite is enriched in V and contains some
Mg, Fe, Ti and Na (Table 2). Sericite in the rock matrix
appears to contain V, but far less than in the muscovite
porphyroblasts. Results of electron-microprobe analy-
ses of the vanadiferous mica (Table 2) recalculated
on the basis of 22 atoms of oxygen (Table 3) cone-
spond to the structural formula: (Kr.gaNao.os):2.0:(All.ro
Vo.zslvlgo.26Tio.e5Fee.s)s.es(Si6.27All.?3)x.00oz V as
well as Mg and Fe have replaced vrAl. This l:l
substitution is charge-balanced by replacement of Si by
IvAl.

The muscovite was observed by transmission elec-
ton microscopy in the same specimen as graphite (see
above). An electron-diffraction pattern reveals that the
vanadiferous mica is of the2Ml polytype rhodification,
with cell parameters a 5.19(1), b 9.05(2), c 20.23(4) A,
p 95.0(s)".

DISCUSSIoN

V-Cr-bearing tourmaline and V-bearing muscovite
are products of contact metamorphism of carbonaceous
rocks. Prerequisites for their appearance were the initial
enrichment of sediments in Cr and V and a reducing
environment due to a high content of organic carbon.

Concentrations of V, Cu, Ni, Mo, Ag and other
elemen8 are typical of natural organic compounds
(Manskaya & Drozdova 1964). Originally, the major
portion of these elements may have been connected with
the organic matter ofthe carbonaceous rocks described.
A substantial role of basic material in the detrital
component seems to be a cause ofhigh concentration of
Cr and Ti in the rocks.

Chemical zoning in tourmaline crystals is apparently
due to progressive depletion of V and Cr during the
course of crystal growth.
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TADLf, 3. STBUCTURAL FOBUULAE OF TOUAMAIJNE AND MUSCOVITE
OBTAINED FBOM Tgf, CREMICAL COMPOSITIONS GIVEI{ IN TA3LE 2

st
rvAt

5.?8 5.90 5.89 5.80 5.80 5.83 5.89 5.79 5.81 5.S4 6,12 8.21
0.13 0.04 0.11 0.14 0.r0 0.1? 0.l l o.2l 0.19 0.10 1.88 1.?3
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.(F 8.(x, 0.00 0.00 8.00 8.fi '

5.86 8.@ 6.91 5.92 5.88 5.r9 5.88 6.72 6.90 6.14
0.31 0.00 0.09 0.m 0.14 0,11 0.14 0,21 0.10 0.u
0.0,1 0.00
0.00 0.@ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.@ 8.(X) 8.@ 8.00 6.00

1.0? 2.15 1.95 2.78 2.17 2.74 2.t2 1.99 2.7A 2.03 0.?5 0.r0
0.19 0.43 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.C0 0.13 0.04
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0t 0.01 0.01 0.00
0.22 0.20 0.14 0.1? 0.28 0. O. 0.23 0.23 0.22

0.10  0 .15  0 .15  0 .0 : r  0 .11 0.10 t.40 3.i34
0.40 0.@ 0.35 0.22 0.30 0.23 0.9 0.48 0.24 0.61 0.00 0.29
0.03 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.0? 0.03 0.04 0.(E
2.9A 3.(n 2.SO 2.S0 3.Ot 3.02 3.@ 2.98 3.04 2.59 4,52 3.88

0.05 0.72 0.08 0.72 0.81 0.86 0.83 0.65 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.09
0.01 _ 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.0, 0.01 1.?8 1,94
0.00 0,72 0.?0 0.73 0.03 0.0? 0.65 0.0? 0.6? 0.62 1.?8 2.03
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aFtc. 5. Relationship between Ca
(per formula unit) in X site in
tourmaline and value of posi-
tive or negative excess charge
(EXCH), derived from the ex-
pression (R| + 2Ti4) - (Lit +
Mgf* + IVAI3*;. xo is the num-
ber of vacancies in the X site.
Multiple points are not indica-
ted. See text for details. xtr
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0.8: rhomb 0.8 - 1.0. See text for details.

Wavenumben , cm-rr too
Frc. 7. Infrared absorption spectrum of V{r-bearing tourmaline (Primorye, Russia) in the 400 to 3800 cm-l region. The principal

absorption bands are indicated.
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